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Massachusetts behavioral health providers are required by law to be CANS-certified in order to provide services to Medicaid insured children and youth under the age of 21. The online training consists of written slides, lecture, video, and practice exercises. Providers’ learning styles, abilities, and primary language spoken are quite diverse. Learning styles include visual, auditory, and experiential. To meet the varied learning needs, we added accessibility features in accordance with accessibility best practices and in response to user feedback.

Features:
- American Sign Language (ASL) - the training platform enables users to toggle between videos, with or without ASL insets.
- Text-To-Speech (TTS) capabilities throughout the training. TTS reads the text to the user and highlights that same text as it is read aloud. This feature helps people who are blind, those with learning disabilities, or non-native English speakers.
- Closed captioning and transcripts
- Screen-reader compatibility
- Alternative text for images
- Navigation without a mouse

Figure 1: Text-To-Speech in Action

Introduction


The need for ASL and Text-To-Speech came from test scores and learner feedback. Deaf clinicians requested ASL (in addition to video transcripts) to reinforce content. Clinicians with learning disabilities and some non-native English speakers had improved comprehension and test scores when TTS was added by it to the written text.

Decisions
- ASL interpreters were used because the providers/learners are fluent in ASL.
- Read Speaker was chosen at the Text-To-Speech application because of its accuracy.

Recruiting ASL Interpreters
- Interpreters were initially recruited through the MA Commission for the Deaf and the TLC Learning Center.
- TLC Learning Center interpreters, who were familiar with behavioral health terminology, were chosen for the project.

Method
- 3 interpreters were used to film the 200 existing film clips over 3 days. One interpreted, one watched the signer in action, while the other interpreter rested. This ensured quality, clarity and consistency.
- Each clip was signed twice and the group chose the best version.

Process

Needs Assessment

The CANS Training Program has trained and certified over 26,000 behavioral health providers throughout MA in the use (CANS) tool.
- 79 learners have used the ASL function since its inception (December 2017).
- Text-To-Speech was used during 5,539 sessions since its implementation in December 2017.
- Adding ASL to training’s 200 videos including interpreters, filming and production totaled $22,000.
- The Text-To-Speech service is $1,200 per year.
- Future research: evaluate user exam performance before and after the addition of ASL and TTS.

Results

Conclusions

- Our goal is to be a positive role model for the broader on-line learning community.
- Online learning environments need to accommodate the diverse learning needs of diverse learners, which ultimately confer benefits to the diverse communities of children they serve.
- While Text-To-Speech is more economical than adding ASL to highly produced videos, each serves a valuable purpose to their respective audience.
- There is long term value in ensuring accessibility for all learners.
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